2000 ford taurus lx

The fourth-generation Ford Taurus is an automobile that was produced by Ford for the to model
years. While mechanically similar to its predecessor, major revisions to the bodyshell of the
sedan were done to alter its controversial styling as well as add interior room; it was available in
four-door sedan and five-door station wagon models. The fourth-generation Taurus would be
the final derived from the original model line. In and , as part of its effort to increase the use of
globally sourced platforms, Ford introduced the Volvo-developed Five Hundred and
Mazda-developed Fusion to fill the slot of the Taurus in the Ford line for non-fleet buyers, the
Five Hundred also served as a replacement for the Crown Victoria. When the third-generation
Taurus debuted, it was hurt by criticism of its design, which was formed from oval derived
design elements. The design was very controversial, and it strongly limited the appeal of the
car. As a result, for the fourth generation Taurus, Ford designed it with a more subdued, angular
design, as part of Ford's New Edge styling, in hopes of increasing the car's appeal. Instead of
sloping back, this car's trunk stood upright in a more traditional shape, which greatly increased
trunk space. The front and rear clips were also redesigned on the Taurus and Sable sedans; all
body panels were brand-new except the doors. Station wagons received the new front clips but
from the firewall back they were essentially the same as the wagons. The Taurus now had the
turn signals integrated into the headlamps, similar to that of the previous generation Sable. The
front bumper was also redesigned to include a larger front grille which, like the previous
generation, contained a chrome bar running through the middle containing the Ford logo. The
rear clip was redesigned with a larger trunk and trunklid, as mentioned above, as well as giving
the Taurus two large taillights as opposed to the rear lightbar used in the previous generation
cars. Mounted on the trunklid was a large chrome bar containing the Ford logo, like in the front.
In for the model year, the front clip was slightly redesigned, and the Taurus got a new front
bumper and grille. The grille was made smaller, with the chrome bar removed, replaced by just a
large Ford logo in the center. The taillights were slightly redesigned, originally to include amber
turn signals, but this was cancelled at the eleventh hour. Instead, the rear was given larger
reverse lights, and the chrome bar above the license plate bracket was deleted. As with the
exterior, the interior was completely redesigned with a more conservative style, although some
features from the previous cars were carried over. The dashboard had a more linear
appearance, instead of curving around the driver. The "Integrated Control Panel" was carried
over but enlarged, reshaped, and placed in the center of the dash instead of being tilted toward
the driver. The Flip-Fold center console was also carried over but it was revamped as well.
When folded out, it now rested against the floor instead of the dashboard, and had different
cupholders and storage areas. This Taurus' interior was available in two configurations; a front
bench seat with a column-mounted shifter and the Flip-Fold center console, or bucket seats
with a traditional console and a floor-mounted shifter. The configuration for a steering
column-mounted shifter and a center console, which made a brief return for , had been dropped.
The interior also contained many new safety features; side airbags, tether straps, and a glow in
the dark trunk release mounted inside of the trunk. This system, at the time of a collision, would
detect the driver and passenger's positions as well as seatbelt usage, and would inflate the
airbags to match, possibly preventing airbag-related injuries. This included a new steering
wheel with a center airbag pad that was shaped like an upside-down taco and new gauges with
a diagnostic center that would tell if there were any problems with the car, as well as average
fuel economy. It also was able to perform a "system check" at the driver's request to make sure
that the engine was functioning properly. The two models were carried over, and two more were
added. The most basic model was the LX, with the SE as the mid priced model. The SEL line
received a few upgrades for , to give it a more upscale image. Among the changes were a new
instrument cluster, wheels, as well as a slight redesign of the dash, with woodgrain replacing
the black trim. It also got woodgrain on the steering wheel rim and around the power window
switches on the front doors. This special Taurus included many extras, such as lighter wood
trim, special leather seats, headlights with black accents, special wheels, a special leather case
for the owner's manual, a leather jacket that said "Ford: Years", a similar watch , and a letter
from William Clay Ford, Jr. Production was limited to 4, units. For , and , the SES model
received a "Sport" package, which consisted of five-spoked rims known as "slicers", and the
Duratec engine standard. In addition, the exterior of the vehicle received Sport badging on the
front quarter-panels, the chrome bar on the grille was changed to body color, the interior
received two-toned cloth seats, a two-toned dash applique, special "Sport" floor mats, and a
leather-wrapped steering wheel. This model was only offered in four colors. The Mercury Sable,
the sister model of the Taurus aimed at a more upscale audience, was also redesigned for Like
with previous generations, the Sable shared all mechanical components with the Taurus with a
unique body. The new Sable was also largely carried over from the previous model , with
changes limited a new front fascia, rear fascia, wheels, a taller roof and trunk, and a new

interior, though the interior was the same design of the Taurus with added woodgrain trim. Like
with previous generations, the Sable offered the same powertrains and equipment as the
Taurus. An LS Platinum edition was also briefly offered. The Sable was updated in with a new
grille, front bumper, steering wheel, instrument cluster, wheels and taillamps. The Sable was
discontinued in and replaced by the Mercury Montego which would be renamed as the Sable in
and Mercury Milan. This generation of Sable was not sold in Canada , as the Mercury nameplate
had been discontinued there by the model year. This generation of Taurus saw a significant
sales slump compared to its predecessors. Production ended on October 27, , as Ford idled the
Atlanta plant, as part of its " The Way Forward " restructuring plan. The last Ford Taurus rolled
off the assembly line around am, [11] destined for delivery to S. Truett Cathy , owner of
Chick-fil-A. Cathy's original restaurant was located across from the Ford Atlanta plant. There
was no official event or function of any kind to mark the end of production. Alan Mulally, [14].
The discontinuation of the Taurus sparked debate given its once-strong position in the market
and Ford's well-publicized financial problems at the time. Analysts, customers and some
interviewed Ford employees criticized the company for failing to invest in the car and keep it
competitive, instead focusing all of its resources on developing and marketing trucks and
SUVs. Newly-hired Ford CEO Alan Mulally expressed similar opinions, telling the Associated
Press the decision "perplexed" him when he learned about it; he recalled asking subordinates,
"How can it go away? It's the best selling car in America! They wanted us to keep improving it.
Partially blaming the Five Hundred's struggles on its name, Mulally decided that the revised
vehicle should be marketed as the Taurus, the name he believed the Five Hundred sedan should
have used from the beginning [14] as he believed Ford was better off continuing to use its older
nameplates that maintained decent brand equity rather than trying to build up new ones. From
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additional major features. The Ford Taurus SE sedan offered a few more bells and whistles in
the form of luxury touches than the entry-level LX trim. Some of the standard features included
a leather-wrappe Read More. Some of the standard features included a leather-wrapped steering
wheel and wood-grain interior trim. Buyers of the '00 Taurus SE had the choice of sticking with
the base engine, a horsepower V6, or upgrading to a more powerful dual-overhead-cam V6 that
put out horsepower. The Taurus SE appealed to buyers looking for reliable family transportation
at an affordable cost. Compared to some of the other midsize sedans out there, the '00 Ford
Taurus SE represents an excellent buy. Sure, it's not a sports car or a muscle car, but it's a
reliable way to get around. Reviews 7. SE Wagon. Body Style Wagon. Seating 8. Reviews 4.
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Exterior mirrors: power , heated. Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is the summary
of top rankings. Gas mileage was terible. Averaged miles per gallon all highway miles. Didn't
mind driving it too much. I'm not a Ford guy buy it seems that they did a decent job with the
design. Pros: Decent power, handled well, we'll designed. Cons: Poor gas mileage, interior is
very bland, unappealing. The low sticker price combined with the low cost of maintenance
makes this a good pick for someone looking for a dependable vehicle in a good price range. The

leather interior is comfortable and the power the vehicle possesses is sufficient to keep up with
the speed racing soccer van moms. Pros: Easy to maintain, Low cost for regular maintenance,
Reliable. A Good Family Car â€” This car is ideal for families. Roomy without being too big.
Smooth ride, good gas mileage. Overall a good dependable car. Only repairs were to brake
pads, and routine maintenance. Compares to the Chevy Impala in cost and value. Thank you.
The gas mileage is good for a older car. Everything works the ac, power windows, the radio and
the power mirrors. Pros: The car runs great and get good gas milage. Cons: The power steering
pump keeps making noise. And the way they designed the brakes isnt all that great, as well as
the electrical system, sometimes my windows wont work I still have some work j gotta do on it.
Our modern version of the Model T. We have driven this car as a family car, as a car for our
college age son at school, and now as a second car. It has never disappointed us. Pros: Great
Highway commuting car, reliable with a low cost of ownership, a safe easy to drive car with
good gas mileage. Awsome Car â€” the taurus is more of a family car than a sports car but with
the 3. Cons: more miles more problems Idk â€” there really comfortable to ride in and drive they
are big and handle nicely for the size and there is alot of trunk space if you like audio all in all i
think this is a great car to own with very little maintanance. Top speed was kmh, performance
wasn't the greatest. It didn't need anything while I had it up until the head gasket went out, after
that it went to the auction. Why You Should Love Your Wagon â€” this car is very roomy and
good for any parent who has alot to juggle or does alot of driving every week. It has a big
backside though and alot of blind spots, but the steering is tight and it has great acceleration.
Pros: it has a v6 and lots of room for the whole family. The Ford Taurus Limited comes with
every option plus some. It handles great on slick roads. Hard acceleration is impressive.
Meaning is quick. Only draw back for me is my seat adjustment co Read More. The Ford Taurus
anti missing nothing. I have eight of them, the Ford Taurus is in a class all by itself, its preform
great and is a great car, thanks Read More. Its a nice looking viechle, and I might would like it
more if I could have viewed it from different angle. Absolutely love this car!!! Sporty but yet
comfortable. Love my new car Read More. Nice looking. It had all the options I wanted including
fog lights Read More. A lower price for cash offer more pictures to view the vehicle would be
great Read More. I have the ford taurus. The car is a great car,got power to it. It run great look
real good. Nice space in the inside. The only probable I have is with the radio screen is small so
that make the b Body condition as expected. Nice car if the price was lower I would love it. Have
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